
Nakamura Rousoku
中村ローソク

Japanese
candles

⬆“Hand-painted Women of Beauty Candle” Each ¥21,600, with designs by the 
Edo period ukiyo-e artists Harunobu Suzuki and Chobunsai Eishi. (Size: diameter: 
5cm, height: 21cm) In the Edo period, these painted candles were traditionally 
placed on Buddhist altars instead of flowers, but they are popular nowadays as 
interior goods and souvenirs inside and outside Japan. There are also candles with 
seasonal flowers and Kyoto-grown vegetables in a variety of designs and sizes.

⬆First, the cores of Igusa grass are coiled around a wick of Japanese paper and then 
slipped onto a bamboo stick. The wick is put in a wooden mold and wax is poured 
inside. Taking the hardened wax from the mold, it is left to go white in the sunlight, and 
then an outer covering of wax is rubbed directly onto the candle (shown here in the 
photo). The candle is �nished after removing any excess wax and �nalizing the shape.

⬆Nakamura Rousoku ⬆Otsukaimono Honpo

⬅A candlestick in the style of an andon lantern 
(¥4,320), a classically Japanese design, allowing 
you to move the candle while still being lit. There 
are candlesticks to be set on the �oor or hand-
held, and made of materials like metal or Kiyo-
mizu pottery.

⬆For some reason, you can 
keep on looking at the sway-
ing �ame that moves even 
when there is no wind.

Nakamura Rousoku, founded as Nakamura Shoten in 1887, has 
been making Wa-Rousoku (traditional Japanese candles) for over 
125 years. Although Western candles have become considerably 
popular, Wa-Rousoku have many charms that Western candles do 
not. �e biggest di�erence is in the raw materials. While Western 
candles are made with paraffin from oil, Wa-Rousoku are made with 
pure vegetable-based wax such as from the fruit of the Haze tree. As 
well as being friendly to the environment, they create less soot and 
drip. �e small amount of soot also has the merit of rooms being less 
likely to get stained. Second is the distinctive way they burn. �e 
hollow inside allows air to flow, creating a large and slow-moving 
flame and a mysterious, elegant atmosphere. �e flame also sways in 
places with no wind, and does not blow out easily. It has been said 
that this swaying movement includes the “1/f fluctuation”, which is a 
frequency said to be found in human heartbeats, the motion of 
trains, the noise of a brook and in healing music, that makes people 
feel comfortable. Because of this, looking at the light of a Japanese 
candle can relax the spirit. �e final di�erence is the color of the 
light. �e light of Wa-Rousoku made from vegetable-based ingredi-
ents is a subdued orange in comparison to Western candles. �is is 
due to the melting point of vegetable-based wax being lower than 
oil-based wax, and thus looks gentler and warmer to the eye.

Nakamura Rousoku is actively engaged in conveying to as many 
people as possible the charms of Wa-Rousoku. Electricity has meant 
less demand for candles these days, but by keeping the traditional 
methods of manufacture, Nakamura Rousoku continues to pass on 
their appeal by producing new Wa-Rousoku like scented candles 
and products that can be used as interior decorations.

In 2011, the “Otsukaimono Honpo” shop was opened near the 
shopping center area of Shijo Kawaramachi as a showroom where 
Wa-Rousoku and traditional Kyoto and Japanese items are exhibited 
and sold.

The combination of traditional techniques and beauty 
in the light of Japanese candles.

57-8 Takeda Mitsukui-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
京都府京都市伏見区竹田三ッ杭町57-8

TEL: 075-641-9381  OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30 (Closed Sun. & 
National holidays, 2nd and 4th Sat.)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

TEL: 075-221-1621  OPEN: 11:00 to 19:00 (No �xed holidays)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Otsukaimono Honpo Shop: 430-4 Sakurano-cho, 
Teramachi-dori, Rokkaku-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

おつかいもの本舗：京都市中京区寺町通六角下る桜之町430番4

URL: http://www.otsukaimono.net/
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URL:http://www.kyorousoku.jp/


